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Sure to be a NEW traditional favorite at activity time and at all of your fundraising
events. People can’t resist trying their luck and testing their skills! Enjoy some daily
Lady Luck fun or give your fundraising a big boost with our S&S® Coin Roll Challenge game.
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This game can be played with or without money. Before you begin the game,
decide if you will play the traditional way with money. If so, you will need to make
sure you have some cash on hand to pay out any potential winners. A good
amount to start with may be $10.00 broken down into five one dollar bills and the
rest in nickels, dimes and quarters.
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The game concept is easy. Players simply position one of the wooden chutes
onto the game playing surface, insert a chip or coin - dimes or quarters work best
- from the top of the chute and let it roll onto the printed challenge sheet. If a coin
touches a line, the house wins the coin. If the coin lands within a square and is
not touching any lines, the player wins what is in that square (if a player lands in
a square with a 10 in it, the house pays them 10 cents). If a coin rolls off the game
surface, the player gets a do-over. The yellow boxes represent the top prizes. They
can represent dollars ($2, $3 and the top prize of $5) or pre-designated prizes of
your choice. An example for this may be that you create several prize bags with
numbers on them that pay out for the people who may land on a 2, 3 or 5. If a
player lands in a “Free Go” space, the player simply earns an extra chance to roll
their coin.
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If you wish to play without traditional money, simply have players use the included
chips instead of money and keep score or designate small prizes for the particular winning numbers. You can also use tickets as prizes that players can use for
other/future events.
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Note: Due to the nature of shipping the product, the game surface may not lay
flat when first being used. To help offset this and facilitate play, you may wish to
consider taping down the paper game playing surface to lay flat for play. Also,
bumpers of some sort may be used to help control the coins from rolling too far
off the game surface.
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